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Transcription of Grand Jury Testimony, May 18, 2010

Unintelligible phrases are marked with a question mark in brackets [?], followed by dashes representing 
the approximate number of words that are unintelligible: [?----] means that approximately four words are 
unintelligible in the phrase.  

Participants: Presiding Judge, _____ ("The Court")
Pastor Manning ("Manning")
Attorney _____ ("Mr. Counselor _____")
Female Witness, Miki Booth ("Booth")
Male Speaker, Unidentified  ("Speaker 1")
Male Speaker, Unidentified ("Speaker 2")
Jury Foreman ("Foreman")

Manning:

We understand that a number of people were delayed by the rain process and accidents and travel, but I 
see that we have all of the jurors here.  Congratulations.  Good to see you today.  Um, with that having 
been said, we would like to proceed with the balance of the case.  We have one further witness we would 
love to call or would want to call.  And then afterwards, we're going to offer our closing arguments and 
from there we'll be able to ah hand the case to the jury and they will be able to render their decision.  Just 
a few housekeeping items and that is, of course, as you know, we are scheduled to ah do our march for 
today at the 7:00 p.m. hour.

That way, people will be able to ah participate who are presently at work and preferably the rain would 
have ceased by then as well.  So we-- and of course, we're under constraint by New York City's parade 
and march permit, who stated that we would not be able to, because of activities at Columbia at present, 
they did not want us in the general area during this hour.  So they restricted us until the 3:00 hour.  We've 
chosen to do 7:00.  And for those who ah would want to march with us, we pray that you'll um certainly 
find that a good hour for you.  It will be very interesting tonight.

Ah, we have just one witness, Your Honor, that I would like to call.  We want to thank all the witnesses 
who have testified this far ah for their, their sense of integrity, honesty and credibility.  And that one 
witness would be um Miki Booth.  And if we can, we'd love to call her to the witness stand at present. 
Yes, please.

Court Officer:

Good morning, would you please raise your right-hand and state your full name for this court.

Booth:
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Miki Booth.

Miki Booth, Sworn

Manning:

All right.  Um, Ms. Booth, we're delighted to um meet you finally.  We have been made aware of your 
work ah in the matter of Mr. Obama, his birth certificate, his sealed records in Hawaii, Honolulu, and ah 
your efforts with the American Grand Jury's President, Bob Campbell (ph), ah to inform America ah 
about the ah man that we have in the White House that many are referring to as "Our President."  We 
need just a bit of testimony from you today, not an awful lot, but you have something that's extremely 
valuable to present, in as much as that it is our understanding that you at one point lived in Hawaii, is that 
right?

Booth:

[Inaudible response].

Manning:

Why don't you tell us a little bit about who you are, before I ask the big question and I suspect that you 
know what that is, but tell us a little something about who you are and how you've happened to be here 
today...

Booth:

Okay.

Manning:

...where you were raised and what you do for a living.

Booth:

Okay.  That's a lot.

Manning:

Yeah, it is.

Booth:

Um, I'm originally from um ah Hawaii as ah my husband um and son were all from Hawaii.  We moved 
to Oklahoma in '95 because we kinda wanted to get from that liberal society and um, you know, come out 
to Oklahoma where um we could have some land and I could have my horses.  That's been my dream.  So 
when my husband retired from the Honolulu Police Department in um um '95, then we moved to 
Oklahoma and ah I am the most a-political person you've met in your life.  Never had anything to do with 
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politics, but as soon as I ah found out um about Obama, um, originally he sounded really good and ah I 
set the request for to send $75, I set it aside and ah um then I found out he was from Hawaii too.

So I started looking into this background.  I wanted to find out all about him.  And what I found out just 
made red flags go up everywhere.  Nothing about this man made any sense and I just ah, I sensed it as 
well.  I knew that, you know, this was wrong.  And the more ah I looked and the more um frightening 
things that I saw about his background, I just um decided at that point, I couldn't remain silent and I had 
to tell all my friends in Hawaii, that they needed to really look at this man, and uh, unfortunately, you 
know, Hawaii is such a liberal state, a Democrat state, that um even my, you know, friends and 
classmates were pretty much telling me to, you know, shut up, drop it.  We don't want to hear it.  We're 
going to vote for him anyway.

Manning:

Were you called a racist by your friends in Hawaii?

Booth:

Um, no.  

Manning:

They didn't call you that?

Booth:

No.  No.  Hawaii um um where we grew up, there weren't um very many Blacks in Hawaii at all.  Um the 
ones that we did know were connected with the military bases, but pretty much um there weren't, you 
know, um Blacks in Hawaii.  Um there's, you know, predominantly Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, um 
Portuguese, ah English, there's such a conglomeration of different races that ah race never played any part 
in Hawaii for any race.

Manning:

Okay.  All right.  So you lived in Hawaii.  Now let me ask you, you moved to Oklahoma in 1995.  Do you 
have horses now?  Are you able to do that?

Booth:

I do.  I have I have four now.

Manning:

What what kind of horses do you have?

Booth:

I have a a rescued racehorse.  I have ah two other rescued um one is a quarter horse and one is a Arab and 
um my one riding horse is a quarter horse.
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Manning:

Where in Oklahoma do you live?  I mean obviously not near one of the large cities.  You must be in--

Booth:

Way out in country, in the extreme Northeast corner of Oklahoma.  It's ah Ottawa County.  A Democratic 
stronghold, um Democrat ah Sheriff, um we've been ah wanting to change that, but again I never had 
anything to do with politics until Obama came on the scene and now I've just been fighting ever since and 
um ah for about two years now and I've been involved in fair tax.  I'm the Community Coordinator for 
fair tax, Oklahoma.

Um I'm also Community Coordinator for Resistnet.com for District 2, Oklahoma.  And now um I'm 
officially running for U.S. House Representatives, ah District 2, Oklahoma and I'm up against a Democrat 
incumbent, six-term um Dan Boren ah who's got the family name and...

Manning:

Right.

Booth:

...ah the entitlement ah.

Manning:

I, I saw you on television recently at a, the Tea Party first annual event down in Nashville.  Ah you were 
allowed to demonstrate your documents there and that's where I became mostly aware of you.  I suppose 
I'd read something about you previously.  So you're now running for that Congressional seat in Oklahoma 
in Ottawa County.

Booth:

I am.

Manning:

Okay.  Well I wish you the best, all the best regarding that effort and I'm sure with the support of the 
American Grand, American Grand Jury, and others around America, that ah you should be successful.  I 
don't want to hold-- keep you on the stand very long ah ah Ms. Booth, but the thing that caught my 
attention about your presentation at the Tea Party was that you were holding a birth certificate and it was 
a birth certificate from Honolulu and if I'm not mistaken, it was registered in the year 1961.  Could you 
tell us what that birth certificate is about and give us more details, if I have not outlined the question 
appropriately?

Booth:
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Okay.  Um what I did at the Tea Party Convention, I held up my husband's birth certificate and my son's 
birth certificate and they're both born in Hawaii, both born in Kapiolani Hospital, 30 years apart.  And um 
this is long form that everybody's talking about and what ah, what we want to see, because there's a big 
difference between the um vault copy from Kapiolani Hospital and what I call the piece of junk that is put 
on the internet that ah Obama, you know, has been touting that this is his birth certificate.  He has not said 
that he was born in Kapiolani, but others are saying it.  It's others that are putting out the lie that he was ah 
um you know, born in Kapiolani.  Um but this doesn't say anything and the title, the title of it is a 
certification of live birth.  And over the years in Hawaii, anybody can get this.  They can apply for it.

It's amazing you know, how many foreigners and how many hippies ah you know in Hawaii that have 
children outside of the hospital that ah they have to papers to be able to go to school...

Manning:

Right.

Booth:

...get their shots and all of that.  So this is what they apply for and this what they get.  So um I was 
hearing that they changed, they no longer used the long form birth certificate when you apply for one, um, 
where you can see this is microfiched.  It's a, it's a actual copy.  Um this one um you know was um 
printed out.  This was in ah 19 um 81, my son's...

Manning:

Okay.

Booth:

...29 now, 28 now.  Um but in '81, this was in 1949.

Manning:

Okay.

Booth:

Um, Obama's is um ah from 1961, but we don't know when um ah they forged this or supposedly applied 
for this, we don't know that.  Um but anyway, I sent off, or my son sent off, he's been ah-- my husband 
and my son are both you know behind this all the way.  They said that they'll do whatever for their 
country.  So I'll show these around any place, any any time, to anyone that wants to see them.  But last 
month we applied for um ah you know a lot, a new one because ah um lost or whatever and ah this is 
what we got.  And at first I was very dismayed to see that it represent uh resembles the one that he has, 
but there's a huge difference between these two.  And the main thing is that the title of his is a 
certification of live birth.  This just means a baby was born, a certification...

Manning:

Right.
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Booth:

...of that birth.  And my son's is a certificate of live birth.  The other thing, too, is um over here ah the 
information about the parents and this establishes citizenship, his does not have that.  So huge 
discrepancies.  And this was just last month.

Manning:

Okay.  So the recent one that you have is markedly different from the one that's been posted on Mr. 
Obama's website and also on Factcheck.org and several other places?

Booth:

Yes.

Manning:

Ah, and again, if I'm, I heard you correctly that many people in Hawaii have children perhaps that are 
born outside of Hawaii, simply apply to the Hawaiian Department of Health for a birth certificate and 
Hawaii issues them, but there might-- the children might be able to go school and other things that they 
would need, ah, Hawaii issues them a certificate of live birth.

Booth:

Certification.

Manning:

Certification of live birth.

Booth:

Yes.

Manning:

Now what's the difference between certification and certificate?  What's the difference between the two?

Booth:

Ah what you were just saying about they can apply for it and maybe they weren't born in a hospital um 
and so they apply for this, because it's a-- it says that it's a facsimile uh or I'm sorry, prima facie evidence 
of the fact of birth in any court proceeding.  So you know, basically they're just saying, yeah, a baby was 
born.

Manning:

Right.
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Booth:

Um and and that's the um-- well this is certificate.  This is my son's, but uh this one is a certification of 
live birth.  That's the big, that's the difference.

Manning:

Are you aware of the ah newspaper postings of the birth of Mr. Obama in 1961 in two of Hawaii's 
Honolulu's newspapers?

Booth:

Yes.

Manning:

You're aware of that.  Ah, is it customary for parents to post the birth of their children in newspapers in in 
Honolulu?  Is that something that's...

Booth:

Yes.

Manning:

...normally done?

Booth:

Yes.  There is not um you know a set standard on how that got into the newspaper, but you could surely 
call the newspaper um say a, a, a grandmother living in Hawaii is proud of the fact that her daughter in 
California had a baby.  So um she would um you know either call it in or write a form um the facts of this 
birth.  So it doesn't name the baby, it just names uh you know the parents had a baby and then the address.

Manning:

Well you, you, I'm, surely you're not ah an official, legislative official of um Honolulu or Hawaii, but I, 
I-- can you reasonably answer this question and I think you've done so, but I just want to be clear, that by 
the posting of a, an announcement of birth in the newspapers does not have to be verified by the 
Department of Health.  In other words, you can put it in the newspaper, the Department of Health will not 
challenge it...

Booth:

That's correct.

Manning:
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...whether it's true or not.

Booth:

That's correct.  Yeah, that's true.

Manning:

I see.  So birth announcements can be placed all day long and the Department of Health will not take any 
interest in it [?--]...

Booth:

That's true.  In the same way that because of privacy laws, that if somebody um because of 
embarrassment of something would not want that announcement in the newspaper um they can request 
not to put that in the paper as well.  Works both ways.

Manning:

All right.  Ah, is there anything else you'd like to say?  Okay.

Booth:

No.

Manning:

Well I think you in 10 minutes have said a whole lot.

Booth:

Okay.  Can I have your...

Manning:

I'm just curious...

Booth:

Uh huh?

Manning:

I'm just curious why um someone in the Senate, someone in the Congress, someone in the Department of 
Justice, no one has asked you from Honolulu with births in Honolulu to give testimony to this fact.  Why 
is it that no one's interested in what you have to say in terms of this birth certificate issue?  It seems to me 
quite vital information.

Booth:
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I have no idea.  Well, I know Hawaii would not touch me with a 10 foot people.  You know they're, 
they're scared of me because ah I'm actually speaking up where nobody else will.  Um it seems, I don't 
know.  Can I have one more minute?  You asked me...

Manning:

Yes.

Booth:

...ah what I did for a living.  Um I worked about 25 to 30 years in the hospitality industry and travel 
industry in Hawaii.  And um um you know for the wholesale market and ah that's been my background is 
a hotel.

Manning:

Okay.  Well we want to thank you for coming to testify.  Ah, being part of the American Grand Jury and 
lending your expertise to this trial.  Thank you, Ms. Booth.

Booth:

Thank you.

Manning:

Your Honor, I'd like to off-- you dropped something Ms. Booth-- to offer the evidence that has been 
presented be recorded and received as evidence in this trial.

The Court:

Yes.

Manning:

If we have any copies of those certificates...

The Court:

Yes.

Manning:

...that they might be a current part of the record ah and we'll get them back to you.  Someone will make 
copies of them.

The Court:

You'll want the jury to be able to take a look at them.
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Manning:

Yes, I would like for them to be able to examine those documents.  Your Honor, at this time, we have no 
further witnesses and the prosecution wishes to rest its case ah in this matter, and ah at this point we will 
give the defense an opportunity make its claim or to state whatever defense it would like to present.

The Court:

Is there anyone present from the defense?  Bailiff?

Bailiff:

Anyone here for the defense at this time?

The Court:

Okay, well, okay in that case, you might as well go on with your ah, your statement.

Manning:

Okay.  All right.  Well we have no one from the defense present.  I would like to give what we will refer 
to now as our closing argument.  At the outset of this trial, as many of you have been following some of 
the statements we've made on the Manning Report and also on You Tube, we promised you during the 
course of this trial, we would present an eyewitness to the facts that we were alleging, regarding Mr. 
Obama, his attendance at Columbia University, his involvement with the CIA.  We also promised you 
that we would present a high ranking official who would also give testimony at this trial validating the 
statements that we have made, the charges that we have outlined, and ah the direction of which we 
thought the verdict should be rendered.

We also stated that we'd be, would be presenting Columbia documentation regarding the absence of Mr. 
Obama at the university and college called Columbia.  And that there would be CIA documentation 
presented at this trial.  Those four things we wanted to present and we stated that we would and we 
simply want to outline them and remind you of them, that the integrity of this prosecutor and this court 
remains intact, that we have kept our promises, albeit there's some variation.  And let me explain to you 
what I mean by that.

Number one, the eyewitness that we wanted to present at this trial was Wayne Allyn Root.  Wayne Allyn 
Root was a student for four years in the political science program at Columbia University.  He stated that 
he would testify, he would put-- testify personally, then by Skype, and indeed we had ah lined him up to 
be a witness on we believe what would have been the 16th of May day of testimony.  We did not get him 
in on that day.  He called asking for an opportunity to testify on the following day which would have been 
the 17th.  Um, we arranged for-- and then on the morning of the 17th, Mr. Wayne Allyn Root called and 
stated because of ah other interests that he ah is pursuing that he found his advisors were state, stating to 
him that it would be ill-advised for him to testify.

However, he was cordial and respectful of the Court by calling, by agreeing to ah to be present as an 
eyewitness and on last night, someone sent me an article, I think it was Ms. _____ (ph), stating a very 
long and winding article that Mr. Wayne Allyn Root wrote, affirming that he had agreed to testify, that he 
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was going to testify, that he had been at Columbia for four years.  He never knew Obama, never met 
Obama, never met anybody who knew Obama, and ah that those statements remain ah his testimony. 
And he also affirmed in this article that's now been posted online, that he was going to be an eyewitness 
in, at this trial.

I'm going to ask ah if Elizabeth Manning would print that article out, that we might have it entered as 
evidence, that Mr. Wayne Allyn Root would have been our eyewitness as promised and has officially 
stated that he did not know of a Mr. Obama, never heard of his name, being the Class Leader, Class 
President.  He didn't know anyone else that knew, knew Mr. Obama and I think that's quite telling from 
Mr. Wayne Allyn Root, graduate of Columbia University, Class of 1983, the same year that Mr. Obama 
would have graduated.

We also promised you a high ranking governmental official that would also testify at this trial.  We were 
making lofty claims ah during the process of preparing the trial date and putting together the information. 
That high ranking official would have been Mr. or Dr. Alan Keyes, beloved by many Americans as a 
statesman, as a high ranking official, one who has ran for President himself, and one perhaps many of us 
would pray was now the President rather than the person who allegedly is holding the office in the person 
of Barack Hussein Obama.

I want to also state that Dr. Alan Keyes, our high ranking official that we promised and committed, did 
agree to testify.  He agreed to be here to take the stand and to give his observance of where our nation is 
and what he believes about Mr. Obama as a Muslim and as a Marxist.  Dr. Alan Keyes, like Wayne Allyn 
Root called me personally on yesterday morning before the trial proceedings got underway and stated 
because he was involved in several other court cases at the federal level that his advisors were saying to 
him that he could very possibly prejudice the cases that he is pursuing and cases that he has joined with 
others and they are pursuing, if he brought himself to this trial and made any official statements.

And after much struggle over the decision, he reached a decision that he would not come.  However, he 
did state he does not believe that the court system at present, the way it is presently structured in our 
nation, will render for him or anyone else with a court case against Mr. Obama, a fair and just decision. 
Those were his words.  So he wasn't very optimistic or hopeful that he would be successful with any case 
presently ongoing that he might be a part of.  I accepted Dr. Keyes explanation for not being present.  I 
bid him well and he did the same for me.  It is our intention to maintain a fellowship, to work together in 
the future, but certainly I do not hold any ill feelings against Mr. Wayne Allyn Root or Dr. Alan Keyes 
for their decisions to not participate.

But I think their very presence and their honoring of the Court, the phone calls and the statements, is 
indeed sufficient.  We also promised documentation regarding Mr. Obama's not being present at 
Columbia University and that we would present that proof to you.  The documentary that was put together 
by Bill Hemmer from FOX News, that you witnessed on yesterday, I believe if my memory serves me 
correctly, documents unequivocally that FOX News, who is touted to have the best research department, 
news department in the news business today, and let me tell you why I believe FOX does have the best 
research department.

They came in at the last of the cable news organizations and they came in with a different perspective, 
more of a conservative perspective.  All other media are mainly liberal.  And ah it was FOX's contention 
to never be challenged on any report that they made.  Being a reporter myself with the Manning Report, 
bringing forth information, sometimes we get it wrong.  Sometimes we make a statement or we report an 
item that is not as accurate as we would want it to be.  And it's very painful when you have to re-establish 
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or re-state or retract a story.  So FOX News understands clearly before they break a story, they want to 
make sure absolutely clearly that this story is factual, that it is true and that it is-- it cannot be 
contradicted.

So when FOX News presented a documentary by Bill Hemmer that um that Mr. Obama alleged 
attendance at Columbia University could not be witnessed by anyone of 400 people that were a part of the 
Columbia graduating class, a part of the Columbia faculty, and people in the environs, 400 people.  And it 
was not as if some may have heard of him, but were unable to recall any interaction with him, the 
resounding response from all 400 people interviewed by FOX News, was we don't know him.  We've 
never heard of him.  You need to know that FOX News was prompted by a statement given by George 
Stephanopoulos, who was likewise a graduate of Columbia University, political science major, and ah a 
graduate of the class, I believe of 1982, who stated that he also, likewise, like Wayne Root and others, 
never once heard the name Obama, did not know the man.

Um and we wished to present that evid-- that documentation, documentary as documentation in the 
strongest sense of the term that FOX News validates my claim.  But FOX News not only made such a 
statement; later, the Wall Street Journal picked up the information that FOX News had presented and they 
ran a story on the same item.  Obama's missing years was never at Columbia University.  Again, so the 
documentation is two-fold in two of America's most prestigious news dispensing organizations.  FOX 
News and the Wall Street Journal have both posted stories that they could not find one person that knew 
Obama at Columbia during the years he alleged to have studied there.

Now, the third-- fourth item of our documentation that we committed to you, would be to demonstrate 
that Mr. Obama was recruited by the CIA while a student at Occidental College and through a 
cooperative deal with Columbia University, who sponsored and gave cover for Mr. Obama ah to go to 
Karachi, Pakistan and thusly into Afghanistan, Columbia would give sponsor and reason for his 
education, any questions asked about his whereabouts, would simply that he, that is at Columbia 
University outside of the Occidental community where he was very well known and if-- where he could 
be absent and people would want to know why.

And so, we're going to demonstrate that further in our closing arguments, the CIA if you will, 
involvement of Obama documented.  What I would like to ask the Court, Your Honor, to do at this time, 
is to reinstate the charge of sedition.  We had earlier asked if the ah-- and we used the word delineate 
rather than delete, we had wanted to remove the charges in the indictment of treason, sedition and 
espionage.  However, information that has been brought to my attention shortly after we made such a 
request demands that this trial, this Court deliberate on the charge of sedition.  A brief description of 
sedition is an attempt to overthrow the present and standing government and generally by violent means. 
You can find that charge already listed in our roster of charges in the contained-- in the ah indictment.

I'd like to ask the Court's permission to reinstate that charge and that the charge of espionage and treason 
remain deleted and sedition be reinstated, if that will please the Court.

The Court:

It is so granted.

Manning:

Thank you, sir.
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[Pause]

Your Honor, I have a statement that I wish to enter as evidence from a former KGB, CIA ah investigator 
or security person, operative if you will, and I would like to ask if the Bailiff would give you a copy and 
that copies will be handed out to the jurors and I pray that we have sufficient copies for the jurors.  In the 
event that we run short, um, we will ask the jurors to please share.

[Pause]

Your Honor, this um statement was sent to me on Friday evening after a phone call from a person 
identifying himself as Mike.  His name is Mikael Grazonskini (ph), if I'm pronouncing that correct.  I'm 
probably, excuse me just one moment.

[Pause]

Again, Your Honor, I received a phone call after Friday's ah proceedings, the first day of the trial, from-- 
we're going to call Mikael, Mike, so I don't have to go through pronouncing his name--

Speaker 1:

Krezonoski (ph).

Manning:

Krezonoski?

Speaker 1:

Yeah, Krezonoski.

Manning:

Krezonoski.

Speaker 1:

Yeah.

Manning:

All right.  If you say so.  Mr. Krezonoski identifies himself to me on the phone as a KGB officer and also 
a CIA officer and one who has worked with Barack Obama and the millennium, Millennium Hilton 
Conspiracy.  And he addresses this letter that he sent to me-- first, he stated that um Mr. Obama did work 
for the CIA during the four years in ah Pakistan and Afghanistan that we have outlined.  He iterated, as 
did my first caller, we'll state in just a moment, that there was nothing untoward about Mr. Obama 
working for the CIA, helping in the effort of the overthrow of the Soviet invasion, supplying the 
Mujahideens with the force, the military and the logistics in order to be able to defeat the Soviets, that 
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there was nothing untoward about that, it wasn't illegal and that Mr. Obama spent four years at that 
particular assignment from 1981 to 1985.

And he went on to say that um he acknowledged that-- and that my statements were clear that there was 
nothing wrong with his having served our nation.  I also stated upon first becoming aware of this 
information, that I didn't want to present it because it made Mr. Obama look like a patriot and I'm not sure 
that I wanted to mislead anybody about his services.  So for a few months upon first hearing this 
information, I would not divulge it.  But let's now see what Mr. Krezenosoki has stated and we'll try to get 
some explanation of what we understand and move on.

I, I plan to read the letters addressed to Pastrick [sic] Fitzgerald (ph) it should be.  There, there's a G 
missing in the name.  At some point we're going to see the Russian President, there's going to be the Boris 
Yeltsin is the name, there will be a couple of alphabets missing from his name as well.  But the letter is 
addressed to the Justice Department to the federal investigator, federal prosecutor, Patrick Fitzgerald. 
And "Dear Mr. Fitzgerald, I have nothing to lose," states Mr. Krezonoski, "I have nothing to lose after 
I've refused to participate in FBI and CIA, FBI conspiracy, which I call Millennium Hilton Operation.  I 
have no money, no job, no permanent place to stay.  I'm telling you the truth and sending you a set of 
special questions related to the U.S. national security or rather its absence.

I name people who have to lose a lot, millions of dollars, power, influence, popularity.  They will lie to 
you once you start investigating into their anti-American activity, except Bill Clinton, the weakest link 
who knows what lying under oath means and how impeachment looks like.  A good thing is, America is 
no more on their side.  I understand that I violated Intelligence Identities Protection Act of 1982.  There is 
no other way to bring to justice Bill Clinton, who initiated the left wing conspiracy and Barack Obama, 
who's covering it up.  I also understand that I risk my life and the last thing I want is a staged suicide with 
a fake note in the pocket, I did it myself, life has no sense."  And then he affirmed, "Life has sense, and 
liberty too.  I hope you'll inform people about your investigation.  You can reach me via my email 
address."

Now I want to just stop there before we go into this questions is that Mr. Krezonoski is Russian.  I spoke 
to him.  He has a heavy Russian accent and understanding and you'll notice that his writing kind of 
depicts the fact that he doesn't use English extremely well.  So some of the things may be a little bit 
backwards, such as life has no sense.  An American would say, life makes no sense.  Um, I think that, um, 
when he said we're not on America's side anymore, he meant that America's leaders are not on the side of 
America anymore.  That's just that uh that we might clearly understand how deeply his Russian roots are. 
And he signs it, a former communist KGB intelligence officer and also a CIA, FBI Filament (ph).  And he 
polls this for the Justice Department, Patrick Fitzgerald, if I can just give a word about him at present.  I 
was late looking for more information.

Patrick Fitzgerald, at one point was my hero.  Ah, during the close of the 2008 campaign, Patrick 
Fitzgerald was looking into the selling of the Senate seat in Illinois and Governor Rob Bogoyevitch' 
involvement in there and that Senator Jesse Jackson, Jr. I believes involvement, Valerie Jarrett and a host 
of other Chicago politicians, including Tony Rezko.  Patrick Fitzgerald, the Illinois State Prosecutor, I 
mean incredible prosecutor, was tenaciously pursuing evidence regarding Obama's involvement with 
Tony Rezko, Governor Bogoyevitch, Valerie Jarrett, and a host of others.  And he had announced that an 
indictment would be handed down against persons involved, as early as December.

Now the election took place in November as you will aware, are aware of.  And every day on the 
Manning Report, I was excited about the tenacious-- it looked as if this person, Patrick Fitzgerald, was 
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perhaps the last person in America who had some authority to pursue the law and was doing it vigorously. 
Well December came, no indictment.  January came, no indictment.  Time moved on, no indictment.  In 
fact, the special prosecutor, Patrick Fitzgerald, kind of moved off the scene and we never heard of him 
again.  You need to understand who he is and that he has been given another position and the 
responsibility of prosecuting Rob Bogoyevitch has been taken away from him.

I might want to remind many of you that during the early years of the Clinton administration, shortly after 
his election and during the time of his election, that there were allegations raised against Bill and Hillary 
Clinton of a scheme called White Water.  The bank that Hillary Clinton had worked for in, in Little Rock 
and purchasing of land that was valued and then devalued and a ton of money was made in the process. 
Well that haunted Bill Clinton right through his election and into his presidency.  And one of the first acts 
of Bill Clinton as President, I believe America at present and still does have-- at that time and still does 
have 100 federal special prosecutors with several districts.  And Bill Clinton, in order to remove the 
continued questions about his involvement in White Water, fired all 100 prosecutors to get rid of the one 
prosecutor that was pursuing him regarding White Water and then reinstated prosecutors that would be 
friendly to the Clinton cause and Clinton administration.  Some of you may have remembered that during 
the Clinton years.

The same thing has now happened with Obama--  Bogoyevitch, Tony Rezko and a federal prosecutor, 
Patrick Fitzgerald.  Having said that, Mikael, I'm still going to call him Mike, has stated several questions 
that the federal prosecutor should ask of Bill Clinton and here they are.  Number one, did you sanction or 
order CIA Director John Deutch to recruit a former KGB officer, Mike, as Filament.  In 1995, and I think 
Filament, I'm not clear exactly what that term means.  I suspect that it, it's a code name for the operation 
that Mikael was assigned to.  But let's continue.  If yes [shuffles papers] okay, if yes, explain the purpose 
of the recruitment.  And then he states what he was hired for.  He was hired to teach Democrats how to 
build Socialism in America.  Turn CIA into a superpower and keep the nation under control.  That is the 
reason why Mike was hired by John Deutch.

Now, we're gonna demonstrate or at least we'll present information-- I thought I brought it down with 
me-- John Deutch was the appointed CIA Director for one year.  I think the year was '95 to '96.  John 
Deutch is Russian born.  His elementary education was at the Sidwell Friends School in Washington, DC. 
He has a Ph.D. in chemistry, was recruited by the Clinton administration to head the CIA.  John Deutch 
also became a double agent while working for the CIA.  In doing so, he would take classified information, 
transfer it to his computer, and de-classify it and then his computer and de-classified information would 
be accessible to anyone that logged on to his office computer for information.  He was brought up on 
charges for this.  Never fully tried or convicted.  He was accused as a traitor.  And one of the last acts of 
Bill Clinton as President was to pardon John Deutch.

But Deutch was brought on board to overthrow this nation using the CIA, to build the CIA as a 
superpower.  He took his orders directly from Bill Clinton and further investigation into John Deutch, Bill 
Clinton demonstrates that that is exactly what took place.  The question goes on.  The questions from 
Mikael goes on.  Did you order to grant Filament immigration status or political asylum, in as much as 
that Mike is a Russian.  Did you sanction political murders and surveillance of Republican Senators and 
Congressmen?  In other words, Bill Clinton, did you approve of murders of Republican Senators and 
Congressmen?  Did you use Filament's professional election technologies?

Now the reason why we want to reinstate the charge and want you to deliberate on the charge of, of 
sedition, is because obviously I'm becoming aware of, and I think the American people should become 
aware of, that there's a system now in place called the Professional System that's controlled by the CIA in 
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cooperation with the KGB to manipulate elections.  That no matter, no matter how honest or candid or 
powerful or desirous you may be, there's a system in place that will prevent you from being elected.  I 
suspect that it first started with the office of Presidency, but I'm convinced that you could barely get any 
Congressional seat or Republican seat, because the, this professional system is in place.

Let me give you an idea, example, of what I want to express.  Um, excuse me just a moment.

[Pause]

According to this statement from Mikael, there is presently installed by Bill Clinton, the CIA, and staff 
members, a political system that will keep, that will vote in whoever the system approves or will keep out 
whoever the system disapproves.  The questions continue that the Justice Department should ask of 
former President Clinton.  Why did you pardon former, a former CIA Director, John Deutch, the only 
Russian CI Director and a suspected traitor in 2001?  Did you recommend President Barack Obama to 
hire your former Senior Advisor, Rahm Emanuel, as the White House Chief of Staff?  And your former 
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta as CI Director?  If yes, why did you do that?  To keep building Socialism 
according to KGB instructions.

Now all of us know as a matter of public information that the Obama administration is simply a 
continuation of the Clinton administration.  The two most powerful men in Washington, the White House 
Chief of Staff, that is a position of absolute power.  It was given to Bill Clinton's Senior Advisor, Rahm 
Emanuel.  Uh, Leon Panetta who served as Bill Clinton's Chief of Staff has been given a CIA position 
directing-- I don't know if you all remember some discussion about why on earth is Leon Panetta, who 
knows nothing about intelligence, given the Director of the CIA.

And there was a fight going on between Janet Pelosi and the uh Leon Panetta and members of the CIA. 
It, it got quelled, but we can see that the people that are now serving Obama are Clinton's people.  And 
the reason why there is a continuation, is because there is a continuation of an attempt to destabilize this 
nation and implant, implant socialism and Rahm Emanuel, White House Chief of Staff, and Leon Panetta, 
CI-- CIA Director, they are integral to this process.

Number seven, are you personally involved in any kind of anti-American activity?  Are you ready to 
cooperate with the Office of Special Counsel?  Now the next category or segment would be questions for 
Leon Panetta, Chief of Staff to President Clinton in 1994, 1997.  He was appointed CI Director by 
President Obama in 2009.  Now just to recap, I need to let you know, I did speak with Mikael on-- by 
phone twice on Saturday night, Friday night, I'm sorry.  He stated that he would come and meet with me 
the following day, but then cancelled that meeting and has rescheduled to meet at another time.  But he 
sent me this that I might be able to present it to you today.

In 1994, 1997 you sat in on daily intelli-- these are questions for Leon Panetta-- daily intelligence 
briefings as President Bill Clinton's Chief of Staff.  What did you know about CIA hit man Filament, the 
Millennium Hilton, CIA operation and KGB political technologies introduced by him to the White 
House?  What did you know about him as CIA Director?  Questions continue.  The CIA operatives 
informed Filament that intelligence abroad is not among priorities for the agency.  Now this is a little bit 
the way a Russian thinks.  It is not clear English.  What he's getting at here is that right now the CIA is 
not concerned about Russia or they're mainly concerned about American intelligence.

That the CIA operatives, the Office of CIA, they're more interested in watching us, than watching Russia. 
It is the spirit of patriotism that threatens them more than communism from-- and that's what he is trying 
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to say.  CIA operatives informed Filament that intelligence abroad is not among priorities.  It's not a 
priority anymore.  What is a priority are people who are standing up to this administration.  Number three, 
CIA granted Filament a special status to do in Washington, DC, whatever he finds necessary.  Did that 
mean a license to kill?  Filament asked for a job in Europe but CIA instructed him, a professional spy, 
sniper, and KGB nabut (ph), special anti-terror group member of political murders in the U.S. and 
surveillance of U.S. senators and representatives who are on the assassination and surveillance lists.

Again, the language is a little bit confusing and then he goes on to say, is CIA specifically targeting 
Republicans?  If yes, give the names of the Republican law makers.  Number five, in 1991 through 1992, 
former KGB spy, Karanovski (ph), worked in Russian for SBU or the Security Service of the Ukraine. 
Intelligence under the cover of political analysts.  He had to penetrate the Kremlin and influence Russian 
President Boris Yeltsin.  It-- you see name is misidentified.  That was Boris Yeltsin, who was the Russian 
President at the time, who at the time opposed the independence of the Ukraine.  That's why after he came 
to the U.S., the CIA wanted to use his experience in Congress and the White House.

Did you want him to be a Senator?  In other words, Karanovski is stating that he should have been put on 
the list to become a Senator or Congressmen, because of his expertise in disrupting the American 
government, or perhaps, if you notice the next statement, a U.S. President.  He stopped cooperation with 
you in 2000, saying your Democrats lost the White House and you picked up another Communist who 
worked for you before, Barack Obama.  And by before, he is referring to the four years that Obama 
worked for the CIA in Karachi or in Afghanistan.  So when this agent was ah refused to cooperate ah with 
the CIA um was not given the opportunity to be a Senator or U.S. Congressman or perhaps President, 
they found another Communist who could do the same thing and that person was Barack Obama.

Statement is very clear.  But you still need Filament for what?  For the 2012.  Now what, what will 
happen in 2012 is anybody's guess.  It goes on to state that you are currently involved-- or are you 
currently involved in any kind of anti-American activity?  Did you get orders from President Barack 
Obama to watch, compromise, blackmail or kill any Republican politician?  If yes, are you ready to 
resign?  CIA is pressing Filament in every way.  He couldn't bring his family here for 10 years.  He can't 
get citizenship.  His life is a disaster.  Does that mean you want him back for political murders?

Category number three, Rahm Emanuel, Senior Advisor to President Bill Clinton for policy and strategy 
in 1993 to 1998; Chief of Staff to President Barack Obama since 2009.  You served the Senior Advisor to 
Bill Clinton for policy and strategy in the years mentioned, what do you know about the FBI, CIA, 
Filament, and the Millennium Hilton operation?  Did you use KGB political strategies and methods 
described by Filament in his profession-- or professional system to help Bill Clinton get re-elected?  Are 
you currently using his White House special handbook to assist President Obama in reforming America 
into a socialist country?  Are you, were you involved in any kind of anti-American activity?  If yes, are 
you ready to resign?

Question for Janet Aponatono (ph).  In 2010, Filament created the U.S. National Security System for 
Homeland Security Department.  How do you use it?  Next category for Robert Mueller (ph).  What do 
you know about CI, FBI, CIA hit man Filament?  At CIA secret meeting place, New York Millennium 
Hilton, Suite Number 311, Filament was introduced to his FBI contact, National Security Division agent. 
Does that mean that the FBI is also involved in anti-American conspiracy, political murders, and 
surveillance on the U.S. Senators and Representatives?  In 2002, George W. Bush sent inquiry on 
Filament's case to the Department of Justice and it was blocked.  Are you responsible for that?  If yes, tell 
us why ah you is Filament so important that you risked your career by ignoring the U.S. President's 
inquiry.
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How FBI National Security Division intended to use Filament if CI, CIA gets him back.  Are you, were 
you involved in any kind of anti-American activity?  If yes, are you going to resign?  Question for Hillary 
Clinton, New York State Senator, 2001 to 2009, appointed Secretary of State by Barack Obama in 
January 2009.  Number one, in June 2001, Filament warned you on National Security collapse.  CIA, FBI, 
conspiracy and his personal situation after he informed President Clinton and CI Director George Tenet 
that he is out of the game.  In August 2001, you promised support.  On September 11, 2001, terrorists 
attacked America killing 3,000 only in a year you finally decided to help Filament's family come to the 
States.  Are you involved in CIA, FBI conspiracy?

Are you ready to take personal responsibility for the 3,000 deaths of innocent people killed by terrorists 
on September 11th, 2001?  Did you get any recommendations from your husband, President Bill Clinton, 
on Filament's case?  Are you ready to help Filament now to stop conspiracy?  Have you ever been 
recruited by the CIA?  If yes, after being elected U.S. President-- these are questions for Barack Obama, 
pardon me.  Number one, have you ever been recruited by the CIA?  If yes, after being elected the U.S. 
President, have you ever get instructions from CIA to use KGB political technologies introduced to the 
White House by former KGB Officer and CIA, FBI Filament?  What do you know about Filament?

Did you use Filament's propaganda or mind control technologies to win 2008 Presidential elections?  Are 
you currently using these KGB technologies to keep America nation under control?  Are you currently 
using KGB technologies on how to manage the White House and control the U.S. Congress?  And in 
2008, you made the following statement.  We can continue it to rely, and I quote, we can continue to rely 
on our military in order to achieve the National Security objectives that we've set.  We've got to have a 
civilian National Security force that's just as powerful, just as strong, just as well funded.  Unquote.  Paul 
Brown, a Republican Congressmen, is sure that you want to establish a Gestapo like security force to 
impose Marxist dictatorship, but in fact, you mean KGB with its totalitarism [sic], control, mind control 
methods, the one Filament instructed documents ah Democrats about.  Is that true?

Did Bill Clinton recommend you to appoint Leon Panetta as CI Director and Rahm Emanuel as your 
Chief of Staff?  Are you personally involved in any kind of anti-American activity?  If the U.S. Office of 
Special Counsel investigation proves that, are you ready to resign or rather risk the possibility of 
impeachment?  Are you hiding any information pointing to CI Director, CIA Director Leon Panetta and 
Chief of Staff, Rahm Emanuel as co-conspirators?  Have you ever received information from CI Director 
Leon Panetta about CIA assassinations and surveillance lists target, targeting Republicans and 
Congressmen?  Filament was ordered by CIA to penetrate the U.S. Congress under cover of political 
scientists with the help of James Billington, Congress Librarian.  Is this operation currently in progress?

If yes, who is responsible for it and who's currently involved in it?  On March 24th, 2010, Filament 
received an invitation for a dinner with Barack Obama at New York's St. Regis Hotel at 6:00 p.m. on 
Monday the 13-- May the 13th, signed by Ian Sugar (ph) who is a Democratic Congressional Campaign 
Committee Director of Development.  Are you going to talk to Filament about assassination of your 
Republican enemy, enemies?  Um I have here, Your Honor, pictures of Mr. Karanovski um and questions 
that have been listed and posted ah before having sent them to me ah in terms of validation and also 
information about Patrick Fitzgerald and this continual use of the term Fitzgerald and I would be 
corrected if we're not talking about Patrick Fitzgerald, but I'd like to enter these statements into evidence 
in this court.

The Court:
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Okay.

Manning:

Um, pardon me.  On the 16th of November in the year 2009, I was visited by the CIA; I being James 
Manning, was visited by the CIA Homeland Security and the New York City Police Department.  That 
visit took place here in this church where we're now holding court, albeit in my Pastoral study is where 
the actual meeting happened.  Following that visit by the CIA, the following Wednesday, which would 
have been the 18th, if I'm correct, I received a call from a defective [sic] CIA agent that a hit had been put 
out on me by the CIA.  That I was slated to be assassinated and that such a hit or assassination was called 
for before the visit by the CIA officers, Homeland Security and police department that showed up on the 
16th of November.

The person who had been charged or given the assignment of assassinating me, refused to carry out or 
execute the order.  After some months, the CIA decided to come and visit with me and they did.  They 
were here for just a few moments and they left.  Ah prior to that, I was informed or shortly thereafter, 
pardon me, I was informed that Obama was a CIA operative in Pakistan and Afghanistan during the war 
years from 1879 [sic], ah 1979 to 1989.  His years would have been from 1981 to 1985, four years that he 
served the America as a CIA operative during the Afghan war.  The caller also informed me that Obama 
is still a member of the CIA.  In fact, he runs the CIA at present.  He then told me that I was not.  The 
assassin who was scheduled to assassinate me, refused the order.  And that the visit was simply to 
determine who I was, by the officers who came on the 16th of November.

He then told me that I needed to look in the appropriate places about information about Mr. Obama and 
that place would be Columbia University.  That Obama never attended Columbia, because he was in 
Karachi or in Afghanistan during the years he alleged to have travelled or have been in Columbia 
University.  The agent, who did not identify himself, told me Columbia is where I should look for the 
birth certificate.  Now he didn't mean that Obama's birth certificate is the Columbia archives.  He simply 
meant that all things you need to know about Obama can be found out by going through the door called 
Columbia University and I started my pursuit.

He also stated if, well I'm stating I, but if you are alive in 2010, that is proof of the statements that he's 
making regarding the refusal about the, first of all the hit, the assignment and the refusal.  That if I made 
it to the year 2010, for these statements came in November of 2009, it would be proof that Obama's 
activity with the CIA is larger now than it ever was.  He did not attend Columbia University and that he 
was indeed an operative during the Russian invasion of Afghanistan.  Um I after receiving such a call was 
concerned about the validity, because I've received a lot of calls from people stating a lot of different 
things.

But that it was on the heels so closely of an actual physical visit of members of Homeland Security, the 
CIA, and the police department, I took it seriously.  And it was indeed, and I began to pursue.  However, I 
was reluctant as I've stated on some of my postings, I was reluctant because I didn't want to follow up on 
Obama being involved in the CIA helping the Afghans win the war against the Soviet invasion.  That 
would have made him look good and I was not in the business of doing that.  But after some thought, 
when January 1st came in and I shared it right here in the pulpit, 2010 I was yet alive, I was a happy man. 
I went on from that point on to pursue questions regarding Columbia University and you began to hear 
me over a period of months talk about that he never went and I spoke very emphatically, very clearly that 
he never attended that school and he never did.
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Ah, and it become abundantly clear that as shrewd as the CIA ought to be, Columbia is a glaring mistake. 
It is a major mistake.  They just didn't cover their tracks very well.  Um, and that it was an open door. 
And we've now come to the point where we are now in this trial with the information that I have 
presented and how it was prompted through the phone calls, through the visit of America's CIA or KGB 
Security Systems involving me.  I would think that many would know the reason why Obama ordered a 
hit or the CIA is because I have been a very staunch opponent of him.  I have been speaking the truth on 
him and my silence would perhaps, he thought would have helped his cause.  Um, once the trial got 
underway, our first day of trial was the 14th of May.  Mike, who we now know, and there's public 
information here that's been posted in other places, was sent to me, um, called me to express um, his 
informant status and the accuracy of the information that I am presenting.

Now in as much as I want to submit this information into evidence, I'd also like to, Your Honor, at this 
time demand that the Justice Department open an investigation into the alleged hit or assignment that has 
been placed on my life.  As an American citizen, I feel that I have, in fact, I'm confident that I have the 
right of free speech.  I have said nothing about Mr. Obama that is not covered by the Constitution.  And 
for the intelligence agencies of Russia and of America to work a technology or assignment to silence me, 
is not only wrong, but every American ought to be concerned about such an assignment.  And I want to 
demand, as of today, that the Justice Department open an investigation to find out, did Obama order a hit 
on me and why, and is it still invoked?

That is to say, even though the operative told me if I lived through 2010, it would validate the things that I 
have stated or would be stating in this trial.  However, I've also been informed that once you make it to 
the CIA list of suspects, you remain there for life.  I want my name removed.  I do not want to be 
questioned or accosted every time I enter into Washington or any place where the alleged President may 
be appearing, I do not want to be harassed or intimidated.  I want an investigation from the Justice 
Department and I want them to remove my name.  I've done nothing that's un-American.  I've said 
nothing that's un-American.  I've done all things that are, are American, sense of a patriot.  I've stood 
firmly in this community and declared by love for the nation.  I have a right to oppose those that I feel in 
my heart of hearts are against this nation.  And I demand that such an investigation be ordered and the 
truth be made known and my name be cleared.

The other item, Your Honor, I'd like to state at this time is that being aware of the level at which this trial 
is affecting not only America but the world, what we're doing here has shaken the foundations of 
presidencies around the planet.  They are very much aware.  And I understand as well that rather than 
them being honorable by sending a representative, whether they respect this Court, they should respect 
the Constitution.  The arrogance of the Obama administration, the CIA and others is off the charts. 
Rather than sending someone to defend them by way of an attorney and to give a representation or make a 
statement, what they have done instead is sent operatives to sit in on us.  I'd like to ask at this time, under 
jury tampering laws, that should it be found that someone has been influenced or sold their vote or that 
such person was sent for the purpose of disrupting justice in this court in trial proceedings.

That should it be determined either today or any day over the next 10,000 years, that that person will be 
duly punished for tampering or altering the system of justice in this trial proceeding.  I'd like to further 
state that we want to give the foreman of this jury, the discretion ad-hoc, in his wisdom, if he determines 
that there is a juror who fails to recognize the Constitution as the ultimate law, not anyone's opinion, but it 
is the ultimate law.  It has nothing to do with your race, but it has everything to do with the American way 
of life.  The simplest interpretation, the simplest article in our Constitution is that of a natural born citizen. 
It doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out what it means.
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There have been several demonstrations in this trial of what a natural born citizen is.  And anyone in the 
process of deliberation who fails to acknowledge that and would wish to contend that somehow or 
another, there remains some other idea about natural born citizen, I want to ask, for the sake of our nation 
and the power of this Court, that the foreman of the jury would be allowed to remove such an obstinate 
person, for it then becomes clear that they're not seeking justice, but they're there to disrupt the process. 
And I believe that the jury, the foreman, would be able to have such wisdom.

Let me again state, that Obama is not a natural born citizen.  Therefore, the U.S. Constitution makes it 
clear that at present, we have no President.  Simply by voting for him, ah inaugurating him, if he fails to 
meet the standard, had we voted for a 29-year-old man or woman, and the people overwhelmingly cast 
their votes for him because he told them that he was 35 years of age and he went on to be inaugurated and 
later it was determined that he was only 29.  At that point, and throughout the process, we never had a 
President, because he did not qualify and it is not the voting for the President that qualifies him, it's the 
voting that elects a qualified President.  And there's no argument on that.  Now people do argue it, and 
many times they argue it because they've failed to honor the Constitution.

But he is not natural born and that is clear.  And one of the documentaries we saw, presented by Dr. Ron 
Poland, who stated the Supreme Court ruling states that both parents must be American citizens and born 
on American soil, as Alexander Hamilton stated in his article that American citizens grow from the soil. 
The greatest witness to the fact that Barack Hussein Obama is not a U.S. citizen, comes from the Senate 
itself, in a resolution called Resolution 511 that was voted on in June of 2008.  But it wasn't on Barack 
Hussein Obama that such a resolution was voted on, because there was a question raised by the Senate. 
And we have to remember, the Senators ah for the most part are very learned men.  Many of them are 
lawyers, doctors, judges, men of grave influence, great influence.  And they recognized that there was a 
question about John Sidney McCain the III's eligibility to serve as U.S. President.  That there was a grave 
question.

In order to make McCain qualify, they voted and put together what is known as Senate Resolution 511 
that O-- that McCain was indeed eligible.  It did not state that he was natural born.  That he was eligible 
to run.  I need to under-- indicate that that Resolution 511 demonstrated by former Presidential candidate 
Cody Robert Judy of Utah, that that resolution was non-binding.  It had not been voted on by Congress, 
nor had it been signed by the President of the United States.  So therefore, it was just an idea that was 
borne out of the good old boys club in the Senate, but it had no power.  What it did do, however, it was a 
contempt of the Constitution.  There was an effort by the Senate to circumvent or to usurp the authority of 
the Constitution, stating that if the Senate gets together and decides someone is eligible, no matter what 
the Constitution says, the Senate overrides the Constitution.

That is a usurping, it is a contempt for the Constitution, and those Senators who tried to get John McCain 
qualified through the backdoor, need to be brought up on charges.  But what that does more effectively, if 
John McCain wasn't qualified, then we know Barack Hussein Obama was not qualified.  There, there's no 
question about it.  There's no question about it.  Barack Hussein Obama states and has continued to state, 
as demonstrated in his book, Dreams from my Father, that his father was a Kenyan under British 
nationality.  He cannot be natural born.  There is no argument.  There is no argument, unless you just 
want to argue that which is not true.  The hearts of American people have grown cold against truth and 
justice and evil.  Socialism has now set in.  We need to change that today.

I also wish to submit, Your Honor, that the gaffe or statement made by Presidential Candidate, Senator 
Barack Hussein Obama, regarding his travel to Kenya, I mean to Pakistan in 1981 was not on what has 
been discussed in the media and by others, that he traveled on an Indonesian passport.  He did not. 
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However, I do wish to state that when he made that statement, it had not been publicly made known and 
so therefore the State Department, CIA, had to go in to the CIA or the passport office, pardon me, State 
Department Passport Office, check the records.  Even though you do not travel on American passport, in 
the entry or exit of this nation, ah by any person, foreign nationalist, national or American is registered 
with the passport office.

If you were here and you left, it is registered with passport office.  So whatever passport he may have 
used, it was recorded the day he left, and it was recorded under what passport he used to exit America.  I 
want to submit, well first of all, when he made that statement, it had not been protected.  Therefore, the 
passport office had to be broken into and a young man by the name of Lieutenant Carl Harris (ph) lost his 
life to stop the investigation from moving forward, to protect Barack Obama.  I'd like to submit that the 
passport that Mr. Obama used to travel to Indonesia was a Kenyan passport.  That he was set up by the 
CIA as a Kenyan businessman, sent to Karachi ah to begin to help the CIA arm the Mujahideens.  That 
his passport then and today remains a Kenyan passport.

Now during the time that he lived or aided the Mujahideens, he lived at the Hilton Hotel in Karachi, and 
of course, spent time in Afghanistan with the supplying of arms and logistics and training and intelligence 
work.  His mother, later, ah was given a very cushy job with the Asian Development Bank also in 
Karachi, that we heard testified to by Al Landry on yesterday.  I would also like to state that through Al 
Landry's testimony yesterday, we were able to discover that the ah in the Pakistan registration registry has 
listed Mr. Obama, President of the United States, but as Kenyan born and let me tell you why.  Because 
Obama registered with the ah Pakistani government, the five years-- the four years that he was there as a 
Kenyan.  So all transaction was as if he had come from Kenya, remote from America, remote from the 
CIA, and therefore there was less suspicion about him and he was able to do his covert, if you will, 
operations there in ah Pakistan as a Kenyan.

He is listed in the registry of official records ah in Pakistan as a Kenyan as we heard demonstrated 
yesterday in the testimony of Al Landry.  I might also note that as recent as a couple of months ago, a 
parliamentarian at an official of the Kenyan Parliament, stood and declared in the official record that 
Barack Hussein Obama was born in Kenya.  Many of you are aware of that.  If we need to present that 
document to you, we can get it, but I'm sure you've all heard that by now.  You probably read it and 
witnessed it.  Now this is not just some person from the street stating that Obama was born in Kenya.  It is 
an official of the Kenyan government.  The fact that at present if you check the registry for Kenya for ah 
Indonesia, I'm sorry from Pakistan, you'll find that he's listed also as a Kenyan.

Obama's Kenyan grandmamma named Grandma Sarah, has stated over and over again, that her grandson, 
Obama, was born in Kenya.  In a recent statement, ah before the lesbian and gay group in Washington, 
DC, Michelle Obama stated that her husband homeland was Kenya.  Now, if we can get people from 
Honolulu or from the Kapiolani Hospital or someplace else to come with that kind of fire power, saying 
he's born in America, I'll drop the case.  But when you got a Kenyan parliamentarian, you've got the 
Indo-- you've got the Pakistani registry, you've got his grandmamma and you've got his wife saying he 
was born in Kenya, he was born in Kenya.  He's a Kenyan.  He's not an American.  He is not natural born 
and that needs to be clear.

The FOX News and we demonstrated that yesterday, Wall Street Journal, George Stephanopoulous, 
Wayne Allyn Root-- now the hour is well spent and I'm not going to tire you out with the very long 
statement that Wayne Allyn Root wrote and posted on his website on yesterday defending himself.  Ah 
people are coming out of the woodwork because of this trial.  Never mind who you see in this audience, 
it's reaching the world.  What we're doing here this very moment and we give God the praise.  Wayne 
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Allyn Root who had agreed to testify in these court proceedings received such an avalanche of Columbia 
alumnus and people of the Libertarian Party and Obama supporters asking him not to give his credibility 
to this trial and he folded.  But he didn't fold in a negative way.  He continued to maintain the integrity of 
his relationship with me.  He continued to maintain and affirm that he never saw Obama, while he could 
not verify that Obama was not there, that was not what he was called to testify to.  But he continued to 
state what he had previously stated; he never saw him, never knew anybody who saw him.

All the statements he'd made over the last couple of years, he did not detract from any of that.  But rather 
went on to state that he does not believe in conspiracies and he loves his university of Columbia and you 
can imagine that the people, people from Columbia, the alumnus, all of the people are grad-- are calling 
him and asking him, what are you doing?  You're marring our school.  Well he's not marring the school. 
The school is marred because of who-- what it is and what it has done.  Wayne Allyn Root has spoken. 
Why has not Columbia?  We also pointed out yesterday that there are glaring misstatements in the book, 
Dreams from my Father, and I want to state that I am convinced that Barack Hussein Obama did not write 
that book, nor did he carefully monitor what was being written in the book.

The book was written by someone who did not know Harlem, had no idea of what the rhythm of this 
community is about or the spirit.  It's just a glaring outright lie that has been perpetrated on the American 
people and we pointed that out yesterday in the evidence with regards to the statement of Obama 
declaring his first night in New York was likened to Jesus' first night in Bethlehem.  There is something 
that I think Mr. Wayne Allyn Root stated in his ah statement that we will enter into evidence on 
yesterday, he said he never saw Obama.  And he says it in such a way as that you know it's, it's, it's 
unusual, but maybe Obama just chose to never go to class and he was willing to receive what is known as 
a gentlemen's C.  Hand in the paper and whatever grade you get, you get.

There are a couple of questions I, I would like to ask Mr. Root about that though.  One is is this.  Even if 
you never go to class, someone has got to be the teacher in the class, and you got to hand your papers in 
to the teacher.  The teacher must make the assignments.  The teacher must outline what the course of 
study is, what books should be read and what reports.  Maybe if you're studying biology or zoology, you 
don't have to interact with students.  But I would guarantee you, without fail, in order to be a political 
science major, you must be able to debate and interact with other students.  There is no way you can be an 
Ascetic, a Monk, in a political science program.  You must interact with other students, because that's 
what it's about.  It's about debate.  It's about ideas, exchange of ideas.  So to have never gone to class is an 
impossibility.

But moreover, for Mr. Root, one of the things that we do when we go to school is that if we're looking to 
go to further school careers, if you're an attorney or you're a doctor or you're-- you want to get the best 
grades you can get while attending school so that you can hired by best company.  They look at your 
grades, your transcript, if you've done well, you are allowed into the greater law firms, hospitals, medical 
practices.  To have, for Mr. Root to conceive of Obama getting a C and then using that grade structure to 
apply for Harvard is ridiculous.  You don't get a C throughout the process of your undergraduate and then 
apply to the toughest law school in America.  It just doesn’t make sense.  In order, in order to be accepted 
at Harvard, I'm sure not only are your grade requirements to get a 3.5 or whatever is required, but there 
need to be other things in your transcript about your debating skills, about your personality, about your 
interaction, about your understanding to [?-].  Because there are a lot of smart people; I know a lot of 
people with great brains, but they don't have enough sense to go around the corner by themselves.

You must-- Harvard looks at all those things.  And I gotta tell ya, were I the Registrar at Harvard, and I 
received the application of a person who never showed up for class, only turned in, handed in papers, we 
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hardly knew what he looked like, I'd be afraid to bring him into the Harvard envir-- he may be a serial 
killer because nobody knows who he is.  So all that [?-] is nothing but hogwash, buffalo chips.  It is not 
true.  He never attended Columbia and that's a fact.  Now one may be willing to swallow all of that, but 
there's another issue that is a stated fact, that Americans are willing to mortgage, to give this great land of 
America away to Socialism without question and that fact is this.  This man, Barack Hussein Obama, has 
sealed every one of his records from kindergarten through his alleged presidency.  And not only are they 
court ordered sealed, but they are CIA sealed.  And when the CIA seals something, you ain't never gonna 
see it again.

Now there must be something wrong in our land.  There must be something wrong.  We have to be 
dealing with a spiritual problem now.  For any logical thinking person to accept Barack Obama as their 
leader, having sealed all of his records concerning everything he's done in life and they have no questions. 
There is something spiritually wrong with a person who does that.  What are you hiding and why?  And if 
you are not intellectually, integrally moral enough to ask the question, what are you hiding?  Then I want 
to know what's wrong with you?  What's wrong with America today?  What's wrong in our nation?  It 
isn't about race.  It isn't about the fact that the man is Black.  It isn't about Democrat or Republican.  It's 
not about conservative or liberal.  There's needs to be the integrity in the hearts of the people on the 
streets of America to ask the question, Mr. Obama, what are you hiding and why are you doing it to 
tenaciously?

This is not something that is normal.  This is not something that is acceptable.  Only criminals act in a 
such a manner and behavior, and Obama is the most notorious criminal that has ever walked the face of 
this earth.  But we're going to leave him alone for just a moment and during your deliberations I want you 
to consider the spiritual state of America that refuses-- you can consider him natural born and you can go 
with that.  You're wrong, but to allow his records to be sealed, I said-- we have three schools here. 
Wonderful schools, wonderful children.  And um I said to the public, I said, you know, if Mr. Obama 
graduated from Columbia, why can't we show the students of this school, which is right across the street 
from Columbia or right down the-- seven blocks away, his grades, what classes he took, so they can 
prepare themselves.

Why are the children in this community kept from looking at the performance, the grade point average, 
the courses, why are the Black children in the community, or any children from anywhere, kept from 
reviewing this man's grades?  And all we get back is silence because we are losing something quite 
integral in our nation as a people.  What you have heard me read, our nation from Mike, demonstrates that 
our nation is being destroyed.  There is a plan afoot to turn to this nation into a Socialist nation.  Let me 
share something with y'all.  And I suppose I've thought so hard about this, because my life was challenged 
by my government.  If the boys in the street wanted to hit me for whatever criminal dealings then I could 
understand that.  But when my-- when my life is challenged by my government, I've have to think very 
long and pray very hard about this.

And let me tell you what I've discovered.  As Miki Booth indicated, as a, as a true American, and that 
statement ought to be heard around the world, when she saw this man there were just so many questions. 
And she wanted to, wanted answers.  All of the answers that she got and I'm kind of adding um we're not 
good, is he a Muslim?  Is he a Christian?  Is he a Communist?  Is he a Marxist?  All of these questions 
that we never got an answer and when we asked it, we were told, you're racist.  We asked such questions, 
we were told you're a Bertha (ph).  We ask is he a Muslim?  You're a hater.  You're a kook; you're a 
wingnut.  We're just asking a question.  Let me state emphatically here now, that Obama is a Muslim. 
Make no mistake about it.  Let me tell you why.  And he should not be even near the Office of President, 
but again, we've lost something in this nation and the church has failed us.
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Dr. John [sic] Drew testified and you heard the testimony here in this courtroom, that while at Occidental, 
John Drew, Professor John Drew, graduate, Dr. John Drew, graduate of Cornell University, established 
the Marxist club at Occidental College and then went on and later Obama came and became a member of 
the Marxist club and you heard him testify they had some interaction, but he testified that Obama was a 
deep and a passionate Marxist.  And he said it over and over again in the interview.  There was no doubt 
about it that Obama was a Marxist and he saw the world through Marxist ideology and that he was a 
Marxist, and very clearly so.  But there's a paradox, because while at the same time being a Marxist, the 
only friends that he had-- he has never had a Black man as a close friend or associate.

The only friends that he had were Mohammed Hussan Shandu (ph) who they lived together in a big house 
in the hills of California, rode around in a BMW, wore nice clothes and went to parties, often.  Another 
friend of his was ah Waheid Hamid (ph), also a Pakistani Muslim.  Very close friend of Obama and one 
who participated in Obama's election by raising funds for him.  Became a bundler (ph) and Shandu who is 
now involved in um financial activities which is nothing more than a front for CIA operations in Asia and 
Islamic nations, but a good friend of Barack Obama.  Another friend, Shiho Sadiki (ph).  Now these are 
people, if you look at the records that was presented by FOX News and others, these are Obama's closest 
boyhood friend and young man friend.  You don't have Frank Johnson, Bill Smith, you know, Leroy 
Jones, none of those names are associated with Obama.

He never associated with Black people.  The record is clear who his friends were.  But what I want you to 
deliberate and what America needs to know is-- because you would wonder if you are a Muslim, why 
would you accept Marxism?  But what has been consistent in the, in the warped mind of Barack Hussein 
Obama, is that he can live with a Marxist ideology and a Muslin religion, demonstrated by his deep 
passion for Marxism at Occidental and his close relationship with Muslims as friends.  Do you understand 
what we're expressing?  He had no problem between the two.  So even now as he holds the office, 
Marxism he can enjoy or Communism, and also Islam, and he does not find a conflict in the two.

Lieutenant Terry Lakin, Lieutenant Colonel Terry Lakin, medical doctor, 18 years service in the armed 
services, has refused to deploy.  Lieutenant Commander Walter Fitzpatrick, Major Stefan Cook, and 
Captain Pamela Barnett and others who have served our nation with distinction, put their lives on the line 
that we might enjoy freedom, are now alleging that this man is not capable, that he is not Commander-in-
Chief and that they will not follow any of his instructions.  They have done what all Americans should do. 
They have stated and they have put their money where their mouths are, by putting their careers and their 
lives on the line.  And should the Obama administration use its power to court marshal them, so be it. 
Obama is provoking our nation and in a radical and a social upheaval way, he wants this nation to be a 
socialist nation.

As passionately as I would desire America to become a Christian nation, and trust me, I make no bones 
about it, I would love to see this nation wholly and fully Christian and I get up every day to preach that. 
Every day I get a preach so America will become a Christian nation.  With the same strength and zeal, 
Obama gets up every day and wants this nation to be a Socialist nation.  And that's just the facts.  That's 
just how it is.  I ah, I'd like to ask you people as I'm finishing my summation now um and this matter will 
be given to you, I'm asking you to save America.  Some of you may have been sent here to defend 
Obama.  But you know, someone stated that if they come for me in the morning, they'll be back for you in 
the evening.  During Hitler's time in Germany, and Hitler began to ravage the Jews, to destroy their 
businesses, to dismantle their structure of finances, and little by little taking some things from them and 
other Jews who saw that happening say, well he's not-- he's only dealing with bookkeepers, he's not 
dealing with bankers and so I won't say anything.
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And finally he left the bookkeepers and moved on to the bankers and he began to ravage and destroy the 
bankers and marginalize them and take their property.  And the bankers and the others and the educators 
were saying, well, he's only dealing with them.  He's not, he's not after us.  We won't say anything.  And 
lo and behold, as time marched on by the silence of those who should have stood up at the first instance 
of Hitler's tirade and prejudicism and genocide towards the Jews, but were silent; we're not talking about 
Christians, we're talking about Jews who should have stood up and stopped him then for their own good. 
They said, well he's-- I've got a good living here, my children are doing well and I've got a great business 
and ah I'm able to travel back and forth.  I'm not going to get involved in politics and cause-- lose all this 
good that I have.

Until Hitler knocked on their door; the Gestapo knocked on their door.  Dragged their wives out by their 
hair and put them on those trains and sent them to Auschwitz, but then it was too late.  It was too late. 
You may have come today with the purpose stopping that Manning guy, stop him.  He's just jealous of 
Obama.  He hates him and we need to stand up for the President.  Let's stop Obama-- stop Manning 
rather.  That may have been your purpose and maybe someone convinced you, get on the jury and try to 
stop this process in going forward.  Because if a guilty verdict comes out of this church, it's going to rock 
the world and everybody knows it.  It's going to rock the world.  Stop it.  Do your part.  But if they 
threaten my life today, they'll threaten yours tomorrow.  You know the funny thing about evil and 
dishonesty, it's got no place to go.

It's a cancer.  Truth moves from one height to the next, and the song goes, it moves from every round, 
goes higher and higher with truth and justice.  But evil continues to feed on itself until nothing is left.  It 
even destroyed the progenitor of evil.  It has no place to go.  I ask you to save this nation.  Save my life. 
Save the life of your children.  Don't let this great nation be destroyed by Obama.  Bring back a guilty 
verdict and do it quickly, because he's guilty.  If he's not natural born, every dollar he raised during the 
campaign was a act of fraud.  Every television commercial, every ad he put out, every speech he made, if 
he's not qualified, if he's precluded by the Constitution to do so, then each one of those are separate acts 
of fraud.  He's guilty.

If he had attended Columbia, you've gone to college, you've been to school.  There ain't no way anybody 
from your college class will say they don't remember you.  There is just is no, there is no way.  Now, if 
you ask the people at Saint Andrews College, did I attend there?  They'll say no.  They don't remember 
me, because I was never there.  We have an opportunity here today to save this great nation.  When the 
revolution started.  When the Americans, the colonies, decided that they were no longer, longer going to 
take the oppression of the King of England, and though it had its mighty marching armies and great 
powers, a few people got together and decided we're going to take a stand.  And as it was, a number of 
Americans supported England's continued taxation and maniacal government policies.  And a segment of 
Americans were neutral.

They said, well, I'm doing okay.  I mean I don't really mind what's happening and it was left to a precious 
few Americans who started the Revolutionary war.  And I thank God that they did.  We have a great 
opportunity here to do some wonderful things.  You bring back a guilty verdict and the world will be set a 
right.  It will be the very beginning of a strong foundation of America and everyone will be running 
around talking about, they did it under the Constitution.  It was under the strength of the Constitution that 
they acted.  And who can argue with the Constitution.  I'm asking you to save America and save America 
now.  Find Obama guilty as charged of sedition.  And sedition meaning an attempt to overthrow the 
government; the use of professional technologies to bring socialism and the use of the office of 
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Presidency, White House Chief of Staff and the CIA in cooperation with the KGB, to keep this nation 
under control, to control elections.

Nobody gets to the Congress.  Nobody gets into the Senate, unless you pass through the professional 
system, no matter what your beliefs are.  We can't live like that, but you can change it for the rest of 
Americans, our children, our grandchildren.  You can make that difference and I'm asking you to do that. 
Your Honor, those are my statements.

The Court:

Do we want to have a break and then come back and charge the jury or how do you want to do this?

Manning:

I think that perhaps the jury could enjoy a bit of a, a respite, use the bathroom, maybe have something to 
eat and then is that something you call would want to do.

Several Jurors:

Yes.

Manning:

And then hear the charge or do you want to hear it now.  Afterwards?

The Court:

Okay.

Manning:

Then we can recess for a moment.

The Court:

So we'll recess and a…

Manning:

One hour perhaps, judge.

The Court:

One hour, we'll be back.

Manning:

Okay.
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Lunch recess taken.

The Court:

Please be seated.  Good afternoon.  Ladies and gentlemen, um because of the ah frail health ah of ah few 
of the jurors in terms of coming up and down the stairs ah, they're going to view this on Skype ah so that 
they can um hear the ah charges to the jury and I believe ah Mr. Attorney Counselor _____ ah, they've 
been provided with copies of the presentment of indictments?  The jurors?

Mr. Counselor _____:

[?----].

The Court:

Okay.  Because they'll need to have a copy.  Um now we've, we've omitted the charges of treason.  The 
charges relating to mail fraud and swindles, conspiracy to commit mail fraud, fraud by wire, radio, 
television, obstruction of justice, all of these charges relate to the issue of whether or not President Barack 
Hussein Obama or the alleged President Barak Hussein Obama has lied or acted in any way to hide any 
facts that would indicate that he is not a natural born citizen.  And I would point out that, natural born 
citizen, is a condition precedent to being the President of the United States.  In law, that would be same as 
ah a lawyer having to be admitted to the Bar in order to be a lawyer, to practice law.  If he was never 
admitted to the Bar, he might be pretending to practice law, but indeed, he would not be lawfully 
practicing law.  He would be guilty of several crimes and he couldn't even be disbarred, because how 
could you disbar a lawyer who has never been barred in the first place?

Likewise, an interesting question arises, if being a natural born citizen is a condition precedent in order, 
under our Constitution, to be President of the United States, which it certainly is, therefore you cannot 
even impeach him, since you can only impeach the President of the United States.  Just like you cannot 
disbar a lawyer who was never a lawyer in the first place.  And so all the other charges, all really revolve 
around this issue.  And if you find beyond a reasonable doubt that Barak Hussein Obama is not only not a 
natural born citizen as required by the Constitution, but indeed has acted in any way to hide from the 
public that fact, then you must find him guilty.  Now the one charge that was reinstated involves sedition 
and seditious conspiracy under 18 USC 2384.  And um, I'm going to read the presentment--

Speaker 2:

Your Honor?

The Court:

Yes?

Speaker 2:

I understand we're having some technical problems…

The Court:
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Oh, okay.

Speaker 2:

…with the sound in the jury room and I believe they're going to have to ask the jury to come back down 
to the courtroom.

The Court:

Okay.

Speaker 2:

So you will probably have to start all over.

The Court:

Okay.

Speaker 2:

I'll call the [?--].

The Court:

All right.

Speaker 2:

But ah, would you-- would you order them to come back down and tell them to take their time.

The Court:

Can someone remind me, maybe somebody can remind me what I just said?

[Everyone laughing.]

Too bad it wasn't taped.  Or maybe it was taped, we can play it back.

[Conversations off mic.]

That would be a good idea actually.

Speaker 2:

Oh, we can do that.

The Court:
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If they can…

[Recorded proceedings played.]

Speaker 2:

…here in this room and do their deliberations.  We'll just bring and we'll clear this space for them, rather 
than [?--]

The Court:

Okay.  Well those of you are on a diet won't have the opportunity to lose more weight.  So you can stay 
there.  Okay, please be seated.  If we could replay, if we could replay the part of the charge already, when 
you couldn't hear me, I'm, I'm just-- I can't repeat the exact same words over again, because I'm not 
speaking from a script, so I, I felt that they could just replay it, it would be better.

[Break in tape]

The Court:

Please be seated.  Good afternoon.  Ladies and gentlemen, um because of the ah frail health ah of ah few 
of the jurors in terms of coming up and down the stairs ah, they're going to view this on Skype ah so that 
they can um hear the ah charges to the jury and I believe ah Mr. Attorney Counselor _____ ah, they've 
been provided with copies of the presentment of indictments?  The jurors?

Mr. Counselor _____:

[?----].

The Court:

Okay.  Because they'll need to have a copy.  Um now we've, we've omitted the charges of treason.  The 
charges relating to mail fraud and swindles, conspiracy to commit mail fraud, fraud by wire, radio, 
television, obstruction of justice, all of these charges relate to the issue of whether or not President Barack 
Hussein Obama or the alleged President Barak Hussein Obama has lied or acted in any way to hide any 
facts that would indicate that he is not a natural born citizen.  And I would point out that, natural born 
citizen, is a condition precedent to being the President of the United States.  In law, that would be same as 
ah a lawyer having to be admitted to the Bar in order to be a lawyer, to practice law.  If he was never 
admitted to the Bar, he might be pretending to practice law, but indeed, he would not be lawfully 
practicing law.  He would be guilty of several crimes and he couldn't even be disbarred, because how 
could you disbar a lawyer who has never been barred in the first place?

Likewise, an interesting question arises, if being a natural born citizen is a condition precedent in order, 
under our Constitution, to be President of the United States, which it certainly is, therefore you cannot 
even impeach him, since you can only impeach the President of the United States.  Just like you cannot 
disbar a lawyer who was never a lawyer in the first place.  And so all the other charges, all really revolve 
around this issue.  And if you find beyond a reasonable doubt that Barak Hussein Obama is not only not a 
natural born citizen as required by the Constitution, but indeed has acted in any way to hide from the 
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public that fact, then you must find him guilty.  Now the one charge that was reinstated involves sedition 
and seditious conspiracy under 18 USC 2384.  And um, I'm going to read the presentment--

Speaker 2:

Your Honor?

The Court:

Yes?

Speaker 2:

I understand we're having some technical problems…

The Court:

Oh, okay.

Speaker 2:

…with the sound in the jury room and I believe…

[End of recording being played]

The Court:

So I'll continue on.  Before I get to sedition, let me just state that the same criteria exists with regard to the 
various charges against Columbia University.  If they were aiding and abetting or part and parcel of the 
failure to get the facts to the American people, part and parcel of obstructing the facts, hiding the facts, 
concealing the facts, not cooperating in the investigation of those facts in any way, then indeed Columbia 
is also sharing in that guilt.  So with regard to all the charges, other than sedition, ah you would be 
required to find him guilty of the act of fraud or concealment or hiding or misstatement, and all those 
charges, if you will, are, are based on that leg of the foundation.  Without that leg, everything collapses. 
So that leg is needed for the rest to stand up.

Now in terms of the charge of seditious conspiracy under 18 USC 2384, ah it reads, "If two or more 
persons in any state or territory or in any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, conspired 
to overthrow, put down or destroy by force, the government of the United States or to levy war against 
them or to oppose by force, the authority thereof or by force to prevent, hinder or delay the execution of 
any law of the United States or by force to seize, take or possess any property of the United States, 
contrary to the authority thereof, they shall each be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 
years or both."

Now, I point out that by definition the President of the United States is the Chief Executive Officer of the 
United States, the CEO if you will, with the power of enforcing the law.  So indeed, he certainly has the 
power of force, whether it be in the federal troops inside the United States or outside the United States. 
And um, I'm just going to read to you what the presentment says.  This is now not the law.  This is the, 
the allegation and the presentment of the indictment.  It states here, "Barack Hussein Obama did conspire 
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with John Deutch, Leon Panetta, Rahm Emanuel and Bill Clinton and did violate the above law in that 
each has knowingly approved of and participated in a plan known as the Professional System, which was 
developed for Bill Clinton, with the purpose of developing a KGB type security force to suppress political 
enemies.  In essence, attempting to use the authority of the government, CIA, FBI, to overthrow the same 
by intimidating and otherwise suppressing opposition.

By example, he did authorize without probable cause and did attempt to suppress, hinder, delay and abate 
the right to free speech of James Manning among others, by causing members of the CIA, FBI and New 
York Police Force to visit him at a church to question him about his statements in opposition to Obama, 
with no arrest being made, and no charge of actual criminal activity being given."  And that is the 
presentment with regard to that particular count.  And I've instructed you to be provided with the whole 
presentment of indictment, so you can read it for yourself.  Obviously, no one, including me, could 
memorize what it says.  So you'll have it there so you can refer to it whenever you want.  I'd like to thank 
you for your service.

It is certainly beyond the call of duty as they say, and I don't mean that as a cliché or a bromide, but I 
mean it sincerely.  Um without people like yourself, this country would never have come into existence 
and it will surely perish.  Thank you.  I think we can leave the jury to deliberate.

Speaker 2:

Okay.  Thank you, Your Honor.

[Pause in tape]

The Court:

Sure.  One of you will have to give oxygen to anyone who needs it.  Okay.  Sure.

[Pause in tape]

[Proceedings resume]

The Court:

Please be seated.  It has been brought to my attention that after more than three hours, three somewhat 
hours and change of deliberation, the ah jury has ah reached a verdict and ah Mr. Foreman, ah would you 
please ah tell the Court ah what your verdict is.

Foreman:

Your Honor, do you want me to present the verdict to you or do you want me to give it to the Bailiff?

The Court:

Um, give it to the Bailiff and I'll be able to read it.  I assume it's legible so I can…

Foreman:
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Yes, sir.

The Court:

Okay.

Foreman:

And Your Honor, if I will, when the verdict is read, we have a statement we like to read subsequent to the 
verdict.

The Court:

Okay.  Okay, I have the jury's verdict.  Um…

On Count 3, against Barak Hussein Obama, guilty.

On Count 4, conspiracy to commit mail fraud against Columbia University, guilty.

On Count 5, fraud by wire, radio, television against Barack Hussein Obama, guilty.

On Count 6, conspiracy to commit fraud by wire, radio, TV against Columbia University, guilty.

On Count 7, obstruction of justice against Columbia University, guilty.

On Count 8, conspiracy to defraud the United States government and obstruct justice against Columbia 
University, guilty.  

Then ah there were a number of ah espionage counts that were deleted.  So we move to ah Count 13, 
disclosure of classified information against Barak Hussein Obama, guilty.

Count 14, conspiracy to disclose classified information against Columbia University, guilty.

Count 15, government seals unlawfully used against Barack Hussein Obama, guilty.

Count 16, conspiracy to violate 18 USC 1017 against Columbia University, guilty.

Count 17, violation of New York State education law, Section 224, against Barack Hussein Obama, 
guilty.

Count 18, violation by Columbia University of the New York State education law, Section 224, guilty.

Count 19, against Michael Sovern (ph), with collusion and conspiracy relative to the crimes delineated in 
Sections 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18, guilty.

On Count 20, sedition against Barack Hussein Obama under 18 USC 2384, guilty.

So the jury has found both defendants ah, Sovern, Columbia, and Barack Hussein Obama guilty and ah 
the foreman has notified me they'd like to read a ah statement, which I'm permitting.
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Foreman:

Your Honor, I can present the statement to you, it's a short sentence and you can read it or I can read it.

The Court:

You can read it.

Foreman:

What would you prefer?

The Court:

It's okay for you to read it.

Foreman:

Okay.  Due to the seriousness of these crimes, we, the Jury, unanimously recommend that the United 
States Congress act on the findings of, we, the People's Court, without delay.

The Court:

Thank you.

Foreman:

Thank you, Your Honor.

The Court:

Thank you.  Well, all I can say, um, as someone who has just spent quite a few days here, I suspect it's the 
most days in a church I'll spend ah could be ah quite a long time before I ah do that again.  Um, like to 
thank everybody involved to-- particularly counsel and certainly the incredibly dedicated people on this 
jury who have traveled in many cases, thousands of miles to be here, to the people who attended, and to 
the ah people of the ATLAH Church, the members, ah it has been a great, humbling education for me to 
be in your premise-- presence rather and on your premises.  And ah all I can tell you is ah whatever ah 
you've been drinking, keep drinking it, because-- and ah tonight, I have to be in synagogue because um it 
is the beginning of the Jewish holiday of Shauvot which commemorates the handing of God's Holy Bible 
to the Jewish people and ah, isn't it interesting that um it's at the exact same time as the end of this trial.

And it's also interesting that the Hebrew language, which is the one language that was not invented by 
man, has no word for coincidence.  I always say it's ah God's way of working anonymously.  So on those 
words ah, I ah bid you adieu and ah commend you for the terrific work you've done and quite frankly for 
the terrific people all of you are.  Have a good evening.

[Applause]
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